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02, 2020 0 /t5/illustrator/why-are-anchor-points-missing-in-illustrator-cc2018/m-p/11560831#M250435 If you use Adobe Illustrator, then it's almost certain that you use the Pen Tool when creating your paths. This comprehensive Guide to Pen Tool Illustrator aims to introduce or remember features, shortcuts, and methods to work with what is arguably Adobe's most essential tool.
In this Tutorial on Illustrator Pen Tool, you'll feel comfortable using all its features, from learning how to add anchor points in Illustrator to using bézier curves. What you'll learn in this Adobe Illustrator tutorial How to use the Pen tool in Illustrator How to move anchor points in Illustrator to create a path How to use different keyboard shortcuts to improve and speed up your workflow
How to adjust preference settings to your liking What are the best practices and tips for using the Follow Pen tool with us on our Envato Tuts+ YouTube channel: 1. How to use the Pen Function Pen (P) tool Click the artboard to create paths with straight segments. Click and drag to create paths with Bézier curves. Note the tooltip that provides precise pixel coordinates anywhere
in the Add Anchor Point Illustrator tool (+) cursor points Click a path segment to add anchor points. Delete Anchor Point Tool (-) Click an anchor point to remove it from the path. Convert Anchor Point (Shift-C) Click an anchor point and drag to create bézier handles where there were none. Click an anchor point with handles to remove them. Alternatively, click and drag halfway
along a path to manipulate it as a curve. Scissors Tool (C) Is not part of the Pen Tool group, but definitely associated with it. Click a path segment to split it into two paths. Move Anchor Point Illustrator tool (Direct Selection tool)Another useful tool to use is the Direct Selection Tool (A). This will allow you to select an anchor point and move it to fit the route the way you want. 2. How
keyboard shortcuts Select the Pen tool (P) Select Add Anchor Point Tool (+) Select Delete Anchor Point Tool (-) Select Convert Anchor Point Tool (Shift-C) Select Scissors Tool (C) Merge Two Anchor Points (Command/Control-J) 3. What are the different cursors? The Pen tool takes on different modules depending on what you're doing when you use it. Each cursor intuitively you
are aware of the action you are about to perform. (Caps Lock to switch between pointers and viewfinders) Prepared to start the pathWhen you're halfway to creating or editing a path (with grid coordinates)When you press the mouse buttonWhen you're ready to add an anchor point to the pathWhen you're ready to remove an anchor point from the pathWhen you hover over the
start point of the path to close the path when you pass over the end point of the existing pathWhen you're ready to convert the path or anchor pointWhen you are ready to or in the action of manipulating a curved pathWhen you are ready to merge a new path with the existing path 4. What are the mouse sub-controls (with the path selected)? Pen tool hovers over the anchor point:
Changes made to Delete Anchor Point Pen tool hover over the path segment: Changes made to the Add Pen tool in the Anchor Point tool pass over the final anchor point: changes made to Continue Anchor Point Tool 5. How to use shift-hold keyboard controls to constrain movements to 45°, 90°, 135°, or 180° when creating or editing Adobe Illustrator anchor points and handles.
Select an anchor point with the Direct Selection Tool (A) and click Delete. Adjacent anchor and path segments will be deleted, leaving two paths. Pen (Alt) tool option: Converts the Anchor Point tool. Hover Pen tool on the handle of bézier + Command (Control): Allows you to change a bézier curve. Pen tool option (Alt) when creating a bézier curve: Splits the curve (undo handles).
Hover Pen tool on the handle of bézier + Option (Alt): Splits the curve (undo handles). Scissors Tool (C)-Option (Alt): Changes to Add Anchor Point Tool. Add Anchor Point Tool-Option (Alt): Changes to the Delete Anchor Point tool. Delete Anchor Point Tool-Option (Alt): Changes to the Add Anchor Point tool. 6. How to set different preferences You can access preferences that
affect the Pen (P) tool and other related tools by accessing Illustrator &gt; Preferences &gt; Selection &amp; Anchor Display.Selection &amp; Anchor Display Tolerance Radius of the selection area around the anchor points. It must be between 1 and 8 pixels: 1px if you are mortally precise with the mouse or have many anchors at close range from each other, 8px if you prefer less
accuracy. 3px is the Default. Select Objects by Path Only If selected, this option allows object selection only by clicking its paths. Clicking the filled areas is ineffective, comparable to working in Design mode (View &gt; Outline). Snap to Point Can also be controlled via View &gt; Snap to Point, although the Selection &amp; Anchor Display dialog can cause tolerance from 1 to 8
pixels. This value represents the radius around the anchor points again. When you align two objects, anchor points from one will be snapped to the points of the other if they are placed within the specified range. It's worth noting that since the release of the Adobe Illustrator CC 2014 Bezier handles are immune to the grid snap. It is therefore possible to make sure the anchors all
stick to the grid (great for use on the web) while maintaining accuracy with free turns. Anchor point and handle view Determines how anchor points and path handles are displayed. Highlight hover anchors When selected, highlight anchor points when the mouse hovers. Show handles when multiple anchors are selected If selected, this option displays Adobe Illustrator point handles
when multiple points are selected. Otherwise, handles from multiple selected points are not displayed. Corner Widget Corner widgets let you drag corners to round them. You might want to specify the angle at which you no longer want to see the widget. Choose from 105°, 120°, 135°, 150°, or 165°. Enable elastic When I want to lay an anchor point, I always find it useful to know
what the route will look like. The Elastic option control previews the path before committing. 7. What are the other shortcuts and suggestions? Select the Direct Selection Tool (A) before selecting the Pen (P) tool. Wait command (Control) to access the last selected tool (in this case the Direct Selection tool) for editing paths and handles without clearing the path. With the path
selected, use the spacebar to access the Hand (H) tool. Move the screen without clearing the path or changing the tools. When creating or editing an anchor point, click and click and click Click-Hold-Spacebar to change the location of the anchor point you are working on. Since the release of Adobe Illustrator CC 2014, this manipulation is also possible on the closing anchor of a
path. With the Direct Selection tool (A), select the end point and start point of a path. Command (Control)-J to participate. With the Direct Selection tool (A), select the end point and start point of a path. Command (Ctrl)-Option (Alt)-Shift-J to merge and mediate at the same time. Keep in mind that the color of your highlighted paths and their Bezier handles depends on the color of
the layer on which they are placed. To smooth a path by reducing the number of anchor points, open the Object &gt; Path &gt; Simplify dialog box and adjust to your needs. Instead, if you want more anchor points to improve manipulation, go to Object &gt; Path &gt; Add anchor points. after each existing anchor point on the selected path you will see a new To prevent the Pen (P)
tool from changing its function when it interacts with other points or anchor paths, open the General Preferences dialog box (Illustrator &gt; Preferences &gt; General) and select the Disable Auto Add/Delete option. The Pen tool now draws only paths. Disable Auto AddDelete Since the release of Adobe Illustrator CC 2014, control over Bezier handles has improved. Now, as you
drag the handles of an anchor point, press and and Control/control to independently stretch and reduce the main handle, maintaining the movement associated with the final handle. 8. How to use best practice tips Drag handles from the first anchor point to the beginning of a curved path. Drag handles around only a third of the curve you're creating for a smooth path. Place anchor
points on a curve where paths begin to change direction, not in the center of the curve. Save money by using anchor points: fewer points = cleaner route. 9. How to use the Pen: Exercise tool This is fine in theory, but while these tips are fresh in your mind, why not put them into practice? Download the Pen Tool Exercise file and follow the guides to create precise paths, using the
tips and shortcuts described in this article. Here you can use what you learned in this pen tool guide for Illustrator! If you need inspiration for your projects, check out popular carriers on the Envato market. If you're struggling to create a particular vector with the Pen tool, you might find something you can use in your project. Discover more tools in Adobe Illustrator! If you liked it and
are looking to further develop your skills in Adobe Illustrator, check out the tutorials below! Expand your skills through these in-depth guides. Good design! Design!
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